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Focus of Session The focus of my "rst session with Momona was to

understand how we learn and improve our English

ability. We spent the lesson working through Momona's

aims and goals for our time together and then

understanding how we can focus on her becoming

more con"dent speaking English.

The focus of today's session was how to be confident

responding to good news and bad news in

conversation. A second focus of the session was for

Momona's confidence to continue to grow as we

practiced English.

The focus on our third session was to discuss 'how to

keep a conversation flowing'. This meant we were

primarily focused on how to move from descriptive

language to detailed language, the next step to

becoming more fluent in English!

The focus of our session was to recap the homework

tasks I had set over the weekend, and look at speech

and pronunciation in English. In addition, I aimed for us

to discuss vobaulary useful for travelling to new cities.

This was with the aim for it to be useful while staying in

England.

The focus of our "nal session was to recap and

summarise all the work we have covered over the

last 4 sessions and to build on this topic with

discussing sentences to use when you meet

someone face to face. Another focus was to look at

the speech they had written for homework on tourism

and travel.

Key achievements from session: By the end of the session Momona was successfully

able to read and use phrases related to 'agreeing and

disagreeing'. We worked together to understand how to

best navigate discussions in English where there is a

difference of opinions.

She was also able to con"dently speak about her likes

and dislikes when asked.

I can already see a change in Momona's confidence

speaking English! She was slightly more relaxed

when speaking to me today and as such was able to

pick up new language and phrases very quickly.

Well done!

Momona's confidence has increased massively as

sessions have continued. It is wonderful to see!

Another great achievement is that when discussing a

new concept or phrase in English, Momona

wasafantastically inventive with new sentence

constructions and topics to discuss. This is really

important for language learning development.

Momona's speech was fantastically written and very

detailed. It was really interesting to hear about her

thoughts on the health and science of food and how

this differs cross culturally.

I was very impressed with her pronunciation of English

words and phrases too.

Momona has really impressed me with her speaking

ability. In our session she felt far more confident to

take a moment to compose complex sentences with

brilliant pronounciation. Her vocabulary level has

improved well, a clear sign of her dedication to

working on English while in Oxford.

Momona also was very good at picking up new

phrases to use when meeting people face to face

(the topic of the session). She was confidently able to

use phrases that she heard for the first time in our

session.

Key things to work on: The primary thing I would love Momona work on is her

con"dence and risk-taking when speaking English.

Oftentimes she knows what the word is, or has a great

sentence structure in mind, but is hesitant to use the

word for fear of getting the answer wrong.

In addition, it would be great to see more

communication with me if she is not following my

explanations. Just to be able to help her as much as

possible!

I would recommend Momona work on her

communication skills with me as the tutor. I want to

ensure that each session is useful for him so it would

be great for her to let me know more when things

make sense and when they do not.

I would also recommend that she watch some TV

shows to help boost 3uency of her english, this will

help with pronunciation too.

Momona should continue to ask questions when she

is unsure about what we have discussed in class.

There were moments where she was not sure about

what I was explaining and I would love for her to be

confident to let me know about this at the time.

It would be great to see Momona offer more

information when prompted for questions. For instance

when asked about how her weekend was, it would be

great to see her give detailed information and what she

did and whether she enjoyed it. These sessions are

the place to take risks and make mistakes, I would

love to see her be brave with this!

From working on her speeches together (homework

set this week), I noted that she would do well to work

on her grammar when writing in English.

I would also encourage her to continue to gain

confidence with her English speaking because the

more she relaxed the more her speaking improved!

Further reading/work suggested: I have set Momona two pieces of homework:

1.  "nd a book from the Bodleian library and find a

passage you are interested in. We will discuss

tomorrow.

2.  write a dialogue using the phrases we discussed in

class, where two people have a difference of

opinion on a topic.

I have asked Momona to 'nd another passage from a

book that interests her in the Bodleian library ahead

of our session tomorrow.

I have asked Momona to use the Bodliean library to

write a 2 minute speech comparing food technology

development systems/ any topic she is passionate

about, in Japan and England.

I have asked Momona to write a speech advertising

one georgaphical landmark, in any location. The aim is

for her to use persuasive language to entice me to visit

the place.

I have suggested Momona watch English TV and

listen to English music to help increase her language

exposure. I encourage this because when learning a

new language it is really important to set realistic

study goals that are sustainable.

Plan for next session: The plan for tomorrow's class is to look at a different

conversational situation - how to speak and what

phrases to use when you hear good and bad news.

Tomorrow's session will look at travel and how to

describe and move around a new city. We will also

look at the passage she found interesting.

Our plan for the next session is to pick apart her

speech, and continue to work on developing

conversational vocabulary and how to keep a

conversation flowing.

The plan for our 0nal session is to go over her speech,

then to discuss and summarise all the topics we have

spoken about in one large discussion.

This was our final session.

Progress of Mentee (Overview): Slightly behind schedule On track Cause for concern Slightly behind schedule On track

Progress of Mentee (Written): Momona was nervous for our session and I could tell

this was impacting her ability to speak English and

experiment with the language. I am sure this will

change as her confidence grows.

Her confidence when speaking has improved which

means she is taking more risks when talking, and it is

helping language learning. Good job!

Momona is on track to have substantial development

in her English by the end of our sessions. She should

continue to ask for clarification when unsure in order

to best support her learning!

I would like Momona to be more brave when speaking

and not be afraid of making mistakes. This will help her

English speaking improve.

Momona's progress has been brilliant, her confidence

and exposure to English while in Oxford has meant

she is now able to hold a detailed conversation in

English. She should be very proud of her progress!


